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Genomic analysis of Escherichia coli acquiring aminoglycoside resistance in the 
laboratory: the discovery of a low-cost structural mutation in EF-G 
Aalap Mogrea*, Deepti Chandraprakasha, Preethi Ravia, Titas Senguptab, Aswin S. N. 
Seshasayeea  
 
a National Centre for Biological Sciences, TIFR, Bangalore, 560065, India 
b IISER, Biological Sciences, Kolkata, 741252, India 
*aalapbm@ncbs.res.in 
 
Bacteria have an enormous potential to adapt and evolve, exemplified by the emergence of 
antibiotic resistance. Aminoglycosides are a class of ribosome-targeting antibiotics that bind the 
16S rRNA of the 30S ribosomal subunit, and induce mistranslation as well as translational 
blockade. Towards characterizing the landscape of mutations conferring tolerance to 
aminoglycoside antibiotics, we grew E. coli in sub-lethal concentrations of kanamycin. Using 
deep sequencing, we find that the initial development of tolerance probably proceeds through 
multiple routes, based on the discovery of a genetically heterogenous population carrying 
several off-target mutations, each present in a sub-population. Subsequent passages revealed a 
takeover of the population by a single mutation in the elongation factor EF-G (FusAP610T). The 
EF-G mutation did not have an adverse effect on growth nor did it affect translation in the 
absence of kanamycin, suggesting an absence of cost under the conditions tested. Molecular 
dynamics simulations suggest that this mutation in EF-G might result in an increased flexibility 
of the domain that interacts with the binding site of kanamycin at the decoding center of 
ribosomes. While mistranslation caused by kanamycin cannot be reversed by a mutation in EF-
G, decoding being mediated by EF-Tu, it is possible that the mutation might help reverse 
translocational blockade or impaired ribosome recycling. 
 

 
2 
Yeast evolved as best brewer through gene duplication: New Evidence from 
gene Triplicates 

Alok Kumar Mishra* and P.J. Bhat 
 
Department of Biosciences and Bioengineering, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, Powai, 
Mumbai-400076 
*alokm143@gmail.com 
 
Ancient  whole  genome  duplication  (WGD)  in  yeast  led  to  the  evolution  of aerobic  
fermentation  and  Carbtree  effect  in  Saccharomyces  cerevisiae.  Such unique  metabolic  



responses  made  the  organism  most  adaptable  and  metabolically  successful  over  other  
related  fungal  species.  However,  the  metabolic  robustness  of Baker’s yeast is  majorly  
attributed to the  phenomenon  of  glucose  repression.  The  brewing  action  of  
Saccharomyces  cerevisiae  relies basically  on  the  extent of  down  regulation of  respiratory  
genes  in response to glucose concentration.  Here,  we  present an evidence of metabolic 
evolution  in  yeast  through gene duplication.  We anticipated a  close association of origin of 
triplicate  gene  families  subsequent to WGD  with the acquisition  of  new  DNA elements  
playing regulatory role in glucose metabolic pathway.  To examine  the  fact  a  systematic  data-
mining  and  computational  analysis  was  performed. Consequently,  we  were  able  identify  a  
“paradoxically”  present  DNA  binding motif  in  the  promoter  sequences  of  glucose  
repressible  members  of  triplicate gene  families.  However,  the  motif  has  previously  been  
documented  to  be present  as  a  binding  site  of  PPR1  protein  in  the  promoter  sequence  
of  URA genes.  Interestingly,  PPR1  has  already  been  reported  as  a  protein  which regulates  
the  uracil biosynthesis genes in response  to  uracil scarcity  inside  the cell. However, it is 
rather noteworthy that the  previously proposed mechanisms of  glucose repression i.e.Mig1  
mediated  glucose repression  and PPR1 mediated regulation of  URA genes share a common 
repressor  Tup1. Therefore,  although the presence of PPR1 transcriptional activator binding 
site in glucose repressible genes seems to be paradoxical but quite substantive. Moreover, the 
phylogenetic foot  printing  of  identified  motif  among  senu  stricto  species  of  yeast  also 
provides an additional evidence of post WGD evolution of the glucose mediated repression of 
genes. 
 

 
3 
Role of population size in mutator – nonmutator dynamics 
Ananthu James* and Kavita Jain 
 
Theoretical Sciences Unit, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research, Jakkur 
P.O., Bangalore 560064, India 
*<ananthujms@jncasr.ac.in> 
 
Mutators are cells with higher mutation rate than the wild type individuals. Since most of the 
mutations are deleterious, mutation rate is expected to be as low as possible. But in natural 
populations like Pseudomonas aeruginosa (the bacteria that infect cystic fibrosis lung) and 
cancer cells, mutators exist. Mutators arise due to conversion from wild type individuals as a 
result of errors in DNA repair mechanisms. In this problem, we would like to examine the effect 
of mutator to wild type conversion, which is rare. In the absence of beneficial mutations, 
mutators are characterized by lower fitness than wild type. It is observed that when there are 
only deleterious mutations, above a critical population size Nc wild type will dominate for more 
number of generations and below that mutators will dominate. So, it is clear that mutators 
getting fixed in a population can be prevented by the conversion from mutators to wild type. 
 

 



4 
Information transfer in a social insect colony: A network analysis approach 
Anjan Nandi a*, Kunal Bhattacharyab, Annagiri Sumanac, Raghavendra Gadagkara 
 
a Centre for Ecological Sciences, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012, India. 
b Department of Physics, Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani 333031, India. 
c Department of Biological Sciences, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research - 
Kolkata, Mohanpur 741252, India. 
*anjanandi@gmail.com 
 
Social insect colonies are known for their extremely successful social organization, which is 
characterized by complex behavioral interactions among the individuals. Network 
representation of such interactions offers a powerful way for the structural as well as dynamical 
analysis of the underlying regulatory systems. In search of the structural design principle and 
the dynamical constraints that are fundamental to such regulatory systems, we analyze 
dominance networks in the tropical social wasp Ropalidia marginata. Dominance behavior in 
such primitively eusocial insects is commonly associated with the reproductive competition in 
the colony, but in R. marginata, no such correlation has been observed so far. In contrast, it has 
been seen that the dominance levels in the colony are correlated strongly with hunger levels, 
and foragers receive increased/decreased dominance when the hunger levels 
increase/decrease. Based on these observations, dominance is hypothesized as the prime 
behavioral interaction through which individuals transfer information about their colony needs 
and hence regulate their own activities. Our analysis of the dominance network of R. marginata 
reveals its structural similarity to different biological and technological regulatory networks. In 
particular, the colonies exhibit the predominance of a specific substructure, the `feed-forward 
loop', which is the key functional component to many information transfer networks. The 
network is also found to be capable of information transfer more efficiently than a randomized 
network. We argue that the dominance behavior has been shaped by natural selection to co-
opt the information transfer process in the primitively eusocial species. Our approach would 
likely to lead us towards a better understanding of the effect of selection on the organizations 
levels of general regulatory systems as a whole. 
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Evolutionary Assemblage of Butterfly Mimicry Rings in the Western Ghats, India 
Anupama Prakasha*, Shiyu Suab, Jahnavi Joshia, Matthew Limb, Krushnamegh Kuntea 
 

a National Center for Biological Sciences, Bangalore  
b National University of Singapore, Singapore. 
*anupamasp@ncbs.res.in 
 
Mimicry is an adaptation in many animals to gain protection from predators. There are two 
types of mimicry: 1) Müllerian mimicry, where two or more poisonous species, called models, 
share a warning signal, and 2) Batesian mimicry, where a non-poisonous species mimics 
poisonous species and thereby gains protection. Mimetic communities, called mimicry rings, 
are formed when multiple sympatric models and mimics jointly gain protection by mimicry of a 
specific aposematic pattern. The evolutionary assemblage of mimicry rings and their dynamics 
are poorly understood. To study how mimicry rings are structured and maintained, we defined 
butterfly mimicry rings in the Western Ghats of southern India, generated a well-resolved and 
well-supported species-level phylogeny of mimicry rings, and mapped the evolution of mimicry 
types on this phylogeny. We found that Müllerian models within a mimicry ring usually acted as 
co-models because of phylogenetic similarity, whereas mimics in the same mimicry ring 
typically arrived at the mimetic wing patterns due to a remarkable convergent evolution in wing 
patterns. An analysis of wing colour reflectance between models and mimics showed that 
mimics resembled models across both ultraviolet and visible spectral range. Compared to other 
well-known mimicry rings in the Oriental and Neotropical Regions, mimicry rings in the Western 
Ghats appeared to be depauperate in species richness, especially the number of mimics in a 
mimicry ring. This may perhaps be due to recent origins of the Western Ghats butterfly mimicry 
rings and a short timespan for which the mimicry rings have evolved, reflecting the long 
isolation and trickling colozation of the Western Ghats that the local butterfly fauna generally 
show. 
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Patterns of Nucleotide Changes under Experimental Evolution Regimes 
Aparna Agarwal a* and Deepa Agashe a 
 
a National Centre for Biological Sciences, GKVK, Bellary Road, Bangalore 560065 
*aagarwal@ncbs.res.in 
 
Mutations are the primary cause of the genetic variation within a population, and hence the 
substrate on which natural selection acts upon. Most basic models of genetic evolution assume 
an equal rate of AT->GC (and vice versa) mutations. However, recent studies with bacteria show 
that the mutation rate is biased towards GC -> AT mutations. An interesting question that arises 
then is why are bacterial genomes not becoming heavily AT rich over the course of time? An 

http://intranet.ncbs.res.in/user/1381


argument that can be made to explain this can be that most of the studies which show the bias 
towards AT, observe this bias under neutral or very weak selection. The mutation rates under 
strong selection might be completely different, and may therefore be balancing out the AT 
mutations caused due to the bias. 
Recent studies on the experimental evolution of bacteria under different selective pressures 
provide us with an opportunity to test this hypothesis. This study aims to look at such 
experiments to determine whether highly beneficial mutations, or mutations that arise under a 
strong selective influence, have a different rate of AT / GC mutations, than that observed under 
the neutral or very weak selection. Also, whether these rates could be correlated with the kind 
of stress the organism faces, the starting genome GC composition of the gene/ organism, or are 
just random 
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Microbial Diversity in the Dragonfly Gut 
Ashwin Nair* and Deepa Agashe 
 
National Centre for Biological Sciences, GKVK, Bellary Road, Bangalore 560065 
*ashwin9nair@gmail.com 
 
The diversity of insects is reflected in the large and varied microbial communities inhabiting 

their gut. Microbial association with hosts leads to very complex interactions ranging from 

beneficial mutualistic to harmful parasitic interaction. Studies with herbivorous insects like bees 

and termites living on suboptimal diets have demonstrated the importance of gut bacteria for 

nutrition, protection against invasion from pathogenic bacteria and also for insect speciation. 

However, relatively little is known for carnivorous insects whose gut flora is expected to be 

significantly different from that of herbivores. Here we show preliminary analysis of the 

culturable aerobic gut microbes of six dragonfly species collected from three different locations. 

We characterized the midgut microbiota of dragonfly species using morphological and 16s RNA 

characterization of bacterial species that grew in three different solid agar mediums. We had 

identified a total of 220 bacterial species associated with dragonflies, with species as well as 

location dependent composition of midgut-biota. The same dragonfly species from different 

locations tended to harbor different combinations of gut-bacteria. Conversely some bacteria 

were unique to a particular species of dragonfly independent of the habitat. Along with 

metagenome sequencing of the gut microbes, these data can help us understand complex host-

microbe interactions in the gut of carnivorous insects. 
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Contribution  of  body  size  to  levels  of  inter-locus  sexual  conflict  in  D.  
melanogaster populations selected for rapid development and early 
reproduction 
Avani Mital*, Snigdhadip Dey and Amitabh Joshi 
 
Evolutionary and Organismal Biology Unit, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific 
Research, Jakkur, Bangalore- 560064  
*avani.819@gmail.com 
 
Selection  on  a  particular  life-history  related  trait  often  results  in  correlated  changes 
occurring  in other traits  that  together determine  fitness and these  may  span different life 
stages.  Here we report  results from  studies on  populations of Drosophila melanogaster  that 
have  been  under  selection  for  rapid  development  and  early  reproduction  but  exhibit  a 
reduction  in  levels  of  inter-locus  sexual  conflict  in  addition  to  the  direct  responses  to 
selection,  as compared to their ancestral controls.  Individuals from these populations differ 
significantly in body size from the control populations potentially driving the differences in 
sexual conflict levels seen between them.  However, we also report that reduction in body size  
only  partially  contributes  to the  mate-manipulative  ability  and  reproductive  fitness  of 
males (believed to drive inter-locus sexual conflict in  D. melanogaster) in these populations, 
thus indicating  that changes in  inter-locus sexual  conflict levels might have arisen as a 
byproduct of selection on rapid development and early reproduction. 
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Identifying Geographic Hotspots of Reassortment in a Multipartite Plant Virus 

Fiona Savory*, Varun Varma, Uma Ramakrishnan 
 
National Centre for Biological Sciences, GKVK, Bellary Road, Bangalore 560065 
*fionars@ncbs.res.in 
 
Multipartite plant viruses have multiple genome components which are individually 
encapsidated within separate coat proteins. This strategy, combined with vector mediated 
transmission, may lead to high rates of reassortment, whereby discrete genome components 
get exchanged among different strains. Reassortment can have important epidemiological 
implications, and may lead to the emergence of highly virulent strains or facilitate adaptation to 
novel hosts. As multiple genetically distinct strains must co-infect the same host plant for 
reassortment to occur, rates of reassortment are likely to differ among locations as a result of 
spatial variation in disease incidence and genetic variation. Identifying geographic locations 
where disease incidence and genetic diversity are conducive to reassortment could be a 
valuable strategy for informing disease management and surveillance efforts. I will discuss my 
analyses of spatial variation in the potential for reassortment in Cardamom Bushy Dwarf Virus 



(CBDV), a multipartite nanovirus which infects Large Cardamom, Amomum subulatum, in sub-
Himalayan regions of Northeast India, Nepal and Bhutan. 
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An evolutionary ecological approach to senescence using Tribolium castaneum as a model 
organism 
Imroze Khana*, Mihir Umarania and Deepa Agashea 

 
a National Centre for Biological Sciences, GKVK, Bellary Road, Bangalore 560065 
* imrozek@ncbs.res.in 
 
Senescence is the progressive, inevitable breakdown of the organism. Research on senescence 
has a long tradition in evolutionary biology. Yet we have limited insights into the selective 
reasons for design features of senescence and its associated changes. Further, research on 
senescence has largely focused on its underlying causes, and is concentrated on humans and 
relatively few model organisms in laboratory conditions. To understand the evolutionary 
ecology of senescence in greater details, research on a broader taxonomic range is needed and 
for this, invertebrates offer excellent model systems. In the present study, we are using a large, 
outbred population of Tribolium flour beetles as a model organism to provide a detailed 
evolutionary ecological insight to senescence. We are quantifying age-specific decline in 
reproductive output, changes in several components of reproductive behaviour having crucial 
role in organismal fitness and role of parental age on offspring fitness components. We find a 
general decline in reproductive output across the sex. Maternal age negatively affects offspring 
developmental rate. While, we observe a negative effect of maternal age on son’s reproductive 
output, paternal age has a positive effect on son’s reproductive output. Parental age does not 
have any effect on daughter’s reproductive output. We are presently investigating age specific 
changes in fitness components under various mating regimes namely single mating exposure of 
an individual pair (SE), multiple mating exposure of an individual pair (ME), multiple mating 
exposure in groups (MEG) and also multiple mating exposure in a male biased regime (MBG). 
Interestingly, we are already finding features of differential trajectories of reproductive 
senescence across different mating regimes, and reproductive output under different mating 
regimes varies significantly from each with the progression of age. We also find that progeny 
sex ratio can be biased based on mating history of parents. Now that we have evidence of 
reproductive senescence in flour beetles within our experimental window, we are further 
aiming to assess the complex interplay between reproduction and immunity both in organismal 
as well as cellular levels across the age class. The present ongoing study aims to present a 
comprehensive overview of reproductive senescence with an evolutionary overtone in an 
organism which has been relatively less explored as a model system in aging research. 
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Adaptive Radiations in the Papilio (Menelaides) Swallowtail Butterflies of the 
Indo-Australian Region 
Jahnavi Joshia*, Rhucha Vatturkara, Anupama Prakasha, Ravi Umadia, Adam Cottonb, Felix 
Sperlingc, and Krushnamegh Kuntea 
 

a National Center for Biological Sciences, Bangalore 
b Chiang Mai, Thailand 
c University of Alberta, Canada.  
*jahnavij@ncbs.res.in 
 
Formation of new species is a fundamental evolutionary process, and an important goal of 
modern biology is to understand the factors governing this process. Speciation may be driven 
by geographical, ecological and neutral factors, which remain poorly explored especially in 
tropical landscapes with high species diversity. One such tropical region, much important since 
the time of Wallace (1865), is the Indo-Australian Region, which is among the most biodiverse 
in the world with high level of endemism. Topographical, climatic and ecological heterogeneity, 
and biogeographic complexity, have arguably influenced diversity, distribution and endemism 
in this region. However, few studies have focused on speciation and diversification with the aim 
of understanding their causal mechanisms. Given this, we propose to study the influence of 
geography and ecology in diversification of the endemic Papilio swallowtail butterflies of the 
subgenus Menelaides. Menelaides is incredibly diverse with ca 50 species and 200 subspecies 
with widespread Batesian mimicry that manifests in sex-specific and polymorphic forms. We 
have generated sequences for 47 Menelaides species for four mtDNA markers and two nuclear 
markers (~4.2kb) and used Bayesian approach to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships. 
Menelaides was recovered as a paraphyletic group, and species-groups within Menelaides were 
well-supported. We will now use the Menelaides phylogeny for historical biogeography, 
speciation and diversification analyses, and to study wing pattern evolution. Character mapping 
will provide valuable insights into the evolution of sexual dimorphism, polymorphism and 
mimicry in relation to speciation in this group. With this dual approach we hope to gain insights 
into the relative roles of geological and biogeographic processes coupled with ecological 
interactions, in driving speciation and diversification in the Indo-Australian Papilio swallowtails. 
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Mating games: lessons from the harem-roosting fruit bat, Cynopterus sphinx 
Kritika M. Garg a*, Balaji Chattopadhyay a b, Paramanatha Swami Doss D. b, 
Vinoth Kumar A. K. b, Sripathi Kandula b and Uma Ramakrishnan a 
 
a National Centre for Biological Sciences, TIFR, GKVK Campus, Bellary Road, Bangalore 56065, 
India. 
b School of Biological Sciences, Madurai Kamaraj University, Madurai 625021, India 
*kritikamg@ncbs.res.in 
 
Observations on mating behaviours and strategies guide our understanding of mating systems 
and variance in reproductive success. However, the presence of cryptic strategies often results 
in situations where social mating system is not reflective of genetic mating system. We present 
such a study of the genetic mating system of a harem-forming bat Cynopterus sphinx where 
harems may not be true indicators of male reproductive success. This temporal study using data 
from eight seasons on paternity reveals that social harem assemblages do not play a role in the 
mating system, and variance in male reproductive success is lower than expected assuming 
polygynous mating. Further, simulations reveal that the genetic mating system is statistically 
indistinguishable from promiscuity. Our results are in contrast to an earlier study that 
demonstrated high variance in male reproductive success. Although an outcome of behavioural 
mating patterns, standardized variance in male reproductive success (Im) affects the 
opportunity for sexual selection (through male effective population size). To gain a better 
understanding of the evolutionary implications of promiscuity for mammals in general, we 
compared our estimates of Im and total opportunity for sexual selection (Im/If, where If is 
standardized variance in female reproductive success) with those of other known promiscuous 
species. We observed a broad range of Im/If values across known promiscuous species, 
indicating our lack of knowledge regarding evolutionary implications of promiscuous mating 
systems. 
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Single nucleotide changes help regain fitness lost due to multiple synonymous 
changes in a functional gene. 
Kruttika Phalnikara * and Mrudula Sane a # and Deepa Agashe a 

 

a National Centre for Biological Sciences, GKVK, Bellary Road, Bangalore 560065 
*kruttikap@ncbs.res.in, # mrudulas@ncbs.res.in 
 
A  study  by  Agashe  et  al  (2012)  demonstrated  that  synonymous  mutations  in  the  highly  
expressed functionally  important  Formaldehyde-activating  enzyme  (fae)  gene  in  
Methylobacterium  extorquens AM1 have a large effect on fitness. This effect was mainly due 
to reduced gene expression and enzyme production.  These  mutants,  when  evolved  in  the  
laboratory  under  continuous  selection  for  increased Fae production, evolved a significantly 
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higher growth rate  within 200 generations. Sequencing revealed point mutations, both 
synonymous and non-synonymous, in the fae ORF and its upstream region. 
The focus of the current study is to understand the contribution of these mutations to fitness at 
two levels: gene expression and protein production. The evolved mutations were never 
replicated across mutants. We want to test the hypothesis that they are beneficial only in the 
context of the fae sequence in which they arose. Whole  genome  re-sequencing  of  the  
evolved  populations  revealed  some  mutations  in  their  genomes and we  want to assess  the 
contributions of these mutations to fitness.  Finally, we want to address the question of when 
and how these mutations arose during the evolution experiment. 
Synonymous mutations in different mutants had a common effect on phenotype: growth defect 
due to reduced enzyme production.  We  demonstrate  here  that  there  can  be  multiple  
solutions  to  fix  this problem,  and  multiple  ways  in  which  an  organism  can  adapt  when  a  
functionally  important  gene  is perturbed. 
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A Darwinian multimodal strategy for alleviating the atherosclerosis pandemic 
Geetha Mathewa1, Magith Thambib*, Nivya Kollib, M.K. Unnikrishnanb 
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*magith87ekm@gmail.com 
 
Conflict between ‘primitive’ genes and ‘modern’ lifestyle characterizes disorders that typically 
afflict modern man.  Atherosclerosis, an emerging global pandemic, is relatively rare among 
contemporary hunter-gatherers. Being a complex problem with multiple inter-related 
pathologies, the current therapy for atherosclerosis is inappropriate and fragmented because 
prescription drugs target individual risk factors.  Pathogenesis of atherosclerosis suggests an 
evolutionary etiology that consists of at least four components namely: (a) Hygiene fetish and 
decreased intestinal parasitism (b) oversensitivity of evolutionarily redundant mast cells, (c) 
chronic underactivation of AMPK (cellular energy sensor) and (d) Vitamin D deficiency. Massive 
de-worming campaigns could have disrupted the symbiotic existence between man and worms, 
thereby increasing nutritional availability (pro-obesity) at the cost of decreased 
immunotolerance (pro-atherogenicity). A reduction in helminth-induced chronic TH2 activation 
could have enhanced TH1 polarization, disrupting the reciprocal regulation of TH1/TH2 balance in 
atherosclerosis. Decreased intestinal parasitism has rendered mast cells (evolutionarily 
primitive compared to lymphocytes) oversensitive to inflammatory stimuli, promoting 
cholesterol accumulation, plaque vulnerability and disruption of local hemostasis in 
atherosclerotic lesions. AMPK (key regulator of energy homeostasis) is no longer activated 



because energy deficit is unknown in urban life. AMPK activation exerts pleiotropic anti-
atherogenic effects, such as suppression of fatty acid, cholesterol, protein synthesis, reduction 
of vascular smooth muscle proliferation, etc. The overnourished modern man appears to be 
suffering from chronic underactivation of AMPK, legitimising the success of the oldest 
antidiabetic drug metformin.  Humans, having evolved in sunny tropics, are probably selected 
for high vitamin D levels and its deficiency is associated with increased risk of cardiovascular 
disorders, diabetes, etc.  The manifold decrease in serum vitamin D justifies a need for 
supplementation. We therefore hypothesize that a judicious combination of mast cell 
stabilization, AMPK activation, vitamin D supplementation, and moderation in hygiene practices 
could be an evolution-based multimodal strategy for both preventing and mitigating 
atherosclerosis. 
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More than just density: different paths to the evolution of competitive ability 
Manaswini Sarangi*, Snigdhadip Dey and Amitabh Joshi 
 
Evolutionary and Organismal Biology Unit, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific 
Research, Jakkur, Bangalore, India 
*rims.sarangi@gmail.com 
 
We carried out preliminary investigations to identify aspects of the laboratory ecology of 
crowded cultures of Drosophila with intent to ultimately try and explain different routes to the 
evolution of competitive ability. Studies were carried out in different populations subjected to 
selection for adaptation to larval crowding under slightly different regimes (MCU populations: 
Archana 2010; CU populations: Joshi and Mueller 1996; Borash et al 1998). Even though the 
two sets of selected populations had the same ancestry, they were reared under slightly 
different maintenance regimes, especially with regard to the total amount of food available in 
each vial. One major result from the stage specific development assay was that MCU 
populations reached their critical minimum size faster than their controls, while maintaining a 
higher body size till the pre–critical–size phase. Other experiments indicate the egg density, 
along with the amount of the food in a crowded culture, to be the two most important factors 
in determining the fitness consequences of variation in traits like larval feeding rate, 
nitrogenous waste tolerance, and efficiency of food to biomass conversion in adaptation to 
larval crowding. 
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Evolution of tRNA genes 
Nachiket Shankar * and Deepa Agashe 
 
National Centre for Biological Sciences, GKVK, Bellary Road, Bangalore 560065 
*nachishankar@gmail.com 
 
There exists enormous variability in bacterial genomes (e.g. genome size, GC content, codon 
usage bias, gene copy numbers). A major goal in this field is to understand how this variability 
arises and how is it maintained. In this study, we are using existing genomic data to test 
evolutionary rates of change and transitions in specific genomic features, across a large 
timescale using a phylogenetic structure. To begin with we quantified the previously 
hypothesized correlation between tRNA gene copy number (TGCN) and relative synonymous 
codon usage (RSCU). We found weak a correlation between TGCN and RSCU across the set of all 
genes as well as for ribosomal genes only. Also, preliminary analysis suggests trends showing 
that tRNA gene length is related to the type of bacteria (extremophile or symbiont). We are 
currently working on methods to quantify the correlation between the aforementioned 
genomic features on a phylogenetic tree based on 16s ribosomal RNA. 
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Breeding Biology, Reproductive Success, and (Lack of) Parental Care in the 
Endemic Nyctibatrachus petraeus Night Frog of the Western Ghats, India 
Nikhil Gaitondea* and Krushnamegh Kuntea    

 

a National Center for Biological Sciences, Bangalore  
* nikhilng@ncbs.res.in 
 
The mountain chain of the Western Ghats of southwestern India is a major, globally recognized 
biodiversity hotspot, especially for amphibians. While the biogeography, systematics and 
species diversification of the Western Ghats amphibians are beginning to be explored at a great 
depth, we are barely scratching the surface of the reproductive biology of these amphibians, 
many of which are narrowly endemic and critically endangered, therefore vulnerable to 
extinction. Understanding these aspects will not only provide crucial insights into the ecology 
and evolution of these amphibians, it will also enable us to better conserve them. With this 
view, we studied the breeding biology and reproductive behavior of Nyctibatrachus, a Western 
Ghats endemic genus of frogs. We found out that N. petraeus had a unique reproductive 
ecology. It appeared to follow a ‘resource defence’ type of mating system, in which males 
established and held territories, which gravid females visited to lay eggs. Males had the highest 
mating, fertilisation and hatching success (94% and 100%) known among any frogs. Such high 
success is intriguing and warrants an ecolgical as well as an evolutionary explanation. To test 
whether the high hatching success resulted from parental care, we carried out a set of novel 
field experiments by manipulating egg clutches and removing males. We found that even a long 
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distance (>2m) translocation of egg clutches did not elicit any behavioural changes in the 
adults. Male removal experiments did not affect the survival of eggs. Random within and 
outside territory also did not affect survival of the developing embryos. Thus, the causes and 
consequences of high reproductive success in N. petraeus remain unknown. However, the 
system provides unmatched opportunities to study mate choice and other sexual selection-
related issues, and the evolution of reproductive modes in the Western Ghats amphibians. 
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Evolution of chemical communication in a social wasp: composition does not 
necessarily imply all possible functions 
Paromita Sahaa*, Aniruddha Mitra a, Maximilian Choulideer a, Anindita Bhadra a,c and 
Raghavendra Gadagkar a,b 
 
a Centre for Ecological Sciences, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India. 
b Evolutionary and Organismal Biology Unit, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific 
Research, Jakkur, Bangalore, India. 
c Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Mohanpur, West Bengal, India. 
*paromita81@gmail.com 
 
A typical colony of Indian social wasp Ropalidia marginatais lead by a single queen who 
maintains reproductive monopoly through a pheromone produced by her Dufour's gland. Upon 
experimental removal of this queen, one of the workers (Potential queen, PQ) becomes 
extremely aggressive and takes over as the next queen of the colony. However, this PQ 
immediately drops her aggression if the queen is returned. Our previous study has shown PQ 
drops her aggression also upon exposure to queen's Dufour's gland macerate, suggesting that 
the queen's Dufour's gland content mimicked the queen herself. Dufour's glands of 
hymenopteran insects are known to synthesize hydrocarbons which are primarily used to 
prevent desiccation, and their role in communication is secondarily evolved. Interestingly, 
Dufour's gland chemical profiles are adequate to statistically classify queens and workers as 
well as individuals from different colonies with 100% accuracy. Therefore, we argued that the 
dufour's gland macerate of a queen would signal both her fertility and colony identity. We 
tested this prediction by exposing PQ to Dufour's gland of foreign queen. As we already know 
that queens are attacked and not accepted when introduced to foreign colonies, PQs are not 
expected to drop aggression in presence of a foreign Queen. Contrary to our expectation, PQs 
dropped their aggression in response to both own and foreign queens' Dufour's gland 
macerate. It suggests that only the queen signal is perceived universally across colonies and the 
chemical profiles are not used to infer nestmateship. Hence, this study concludes that the 
ability to statistically discriminate organisms using their chemical profiles does not necessarily 
imply that the organisms themselves are evolved to make such discrimination. 
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Globally, high altitude regions of the earth are experiencing dramatic climatic changes. As 
inhabitants of high elevations, alpine plants are likely to experience climatic change. Assessing 
the performance of alpine plant species within and beyond their current altitudinal range limits 
may help understand how they will respond to changing climate. 
Even among alpine plants, some species are widely distributed along the altitudinal gradient, 
and are classified as generalists. Other species are restricted to narrow altitudinal ranges, and 
are thought off as specialists. Specialist species are thought to be particularly susceptible to 
population decline in the context of climate change.  
To study the differences in plant performance and their potential to accommodate to future 
climatic condition, rhizome of generalist (Primula denticulata and Primula sikkimensis) and 
specialist species (Primula glomerata and Primula primulina), were reciprocally transplanted 
within and beyond their range boundary.  
Generalists survive better than specialists at both low and high elevations. Generalists appear 
to have more plastic response (plant height) and generalists do better at low elevations 
compared to high elevations. Viable seeds production was more within the home range of both 
the generalist and specialist species. The results suggest that climate change may be expected 
to impact on the reproductive fitness of species the most henceforth both groups of species 
may be susceptible to population decline  
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Butterflies show complex and diverse wing patterns that are adaptive, e.g., in case of mimicry. 
Many palatable Papilio swallowtail butterflies show Batesian mimicry in which they mimic 
unpalatable species and are thus protected from predation. Due to the diversity and complexity 
of wing patterns, and their clear adaptive significance, mimetic butterflies are attractive models 
to study the genetics of wing patterning. In recent years, the distribution of mimicry types has 
been mapped on the Papilio phylogeny to study the evolution of sexual dimorphism, 



polymorphism and wing pattern evolution. Several studies have looked at the ecological and 
functional significance of Papilio wing patterns. Genetic and developmental studies in the past 
two decades have begun to reveal molecular mechanisms that underlie mimetic wing patterns 
and major switches between wing color forms. The last set of studies have been challenging as 
we do not completely understand the process of wing color pattern development and we know 
little about gene functions and regulations in Lepidoptera. Here, we present an approach to 
study wing color patterns in a female-limited mimetic butterfly, Papilio polytes romulus, which 
can take us a step closer to understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying polymorphic 
wing forms and mimicry in butterflies. We aim to use a broad range of tools and techniques 
from genome sequencing, transcriptome sequencing, in situ hybridization, qPCR, and 
coalescent modeling, among others, to understand the evolutionary history and developmental 
modulation of wing color polymorphism in the P. polytes butterfly. 
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We study the dynamics of adaptation driven by beneficial mutations in asexual populations on 
fitness landscapes with multiple peaks. Since the beneficial mutations are rare and occur in the 
tails of fitness distributions, depending on how the tails decay, they can be assumed to belong 
to one of the three extreme value domains. We have considered the populations in the strong 
selection- weak mutation regime in which until the population reaches a local fitness peak, any 
mutation with higher fitness that escapes drift will be quickly fixed. We find that the fitness 
difference between successive mutations that are fixed follows different trends in the 3 
extreme value domains. It decreases and increases if the tail of the fitness distribution decays 
faster and slower than exponential respectively but is a constant when the tail decays as an 
exponential. We suggest that in experiments these trends can be used to predict the extreme 
value domain of the distribution of beneficial mutations. 
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The eukaryotic cell is composed of membrane-bound compartments. Compartments exchange 
molecules amongst themselves using vesicles. The budding of vesicles from source 
compartments and their fusion to target compartments are governed by specific rules which 
emerge from molecular interactions. 
We present here a binary, deterministic model of the eukaryotic traffic system which we will 
use to study of the evolution of complexity in the system. The genotype of the system is taken 
to be the budding and fusion rules followed by compartments and the phenotype is taken to be 
the states-pace of the cell. The model prescribes a method for mapping the genotype to its 
phenotype. 
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It has been observed in recent experimental studies that a non-trivial stationary state is 
obtained when the degeneration rate due to deleterious mutations balances with the 
regeneration rate due to beneficial mutations, which explains the halting of irreversible 
degeneration (Muller's ratchet) in asexual populations. In our study we consider evolution of an 
asexual population in the presence of deleterious and beneficial mutations with fitness 
dependent rates and we find for all parameters, the presence of a stationary state in a finite 
sized population. 
From our study we find that as size of the population increases, the steady state fraction of 
disadvantageous mutations decreases from a constant value to zero. Initially for a wide range 
of population sizes, the decrease is logarithmic and then it accelerates and approaches zero 
exponentially. The weaker dependence on population size explains the experimental 
observation of similar levels of codon bias in different sized populations. 
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Though we understand a great deal about homing and navigation in honeybees and ants, our 
understanding of these phenomena in social wasps is still in its larval stage. Ropalidia marginata 
is a primitively eusocial, independent founding, polistine wasp widely distributed in peninsular 
India. Although we have a fair amount of information about its nesting biology and social 
organization, we know little about its abilities and mechanisms of orientation, navigation and 
homing. To understand how do the wasps return to their nests, we removed and transported 
all wasps, amounting a total of 126 individuals from six nests, and released them 100 meters 
away from their nests in four cardinal directions. During transportation, we provided a view of 
the surrounding to the wasps. Before release, we provided food to all the individuals as a 
motivation to return to their nest. Eighty-one of the released individuals successfully returned 
to their nests. We found that the probability that a wasp returned to her nest was positively 
correlated with the proportion of time she had spent away from her nest prior to the 
experiment, which we assume as a proxy for the wasp’s familiarity with the surrounding. But 
the time taken to return was not correlated with the time she had spent outside the nest 
before the experiment. We also found that the individuals who accepted the food provided as 
motivation did not necessarily return more quickly than the individuals who did not accept 
food. In another experiment, where only foragers were released in four cardinal directions with 
increasing distances, we found that all foragers successfully returned to their nests when they 
were released within an area of about one and half sq. km around their nests, only 72% wasps 
returned to their nests when they were released beyond that area but within about six sq. km 
around their nests, and no wasps returned to their nests when they were released further. We 
conclude that the homing success of the wasps depends strongly on their familiarity with their 
surroundings. 
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Ropalidia marginata is a primitively eusocial paper wasp found commonly in peninsular India. It 
is a monogynous species, with the queen being a very docile individual unlike queens of other 
primitively eusocial species. It is known that if the queen of an R. marginata colony is 
experimentally removed, one of the workers becomes extremely aggressive and later takes 



over as the new queen of the colony. This individual is referred to as the Potential Queen (PQ). 
In contrast to such artificial queen removal experiments, the present study focused on natural 
queen turnovers that do happen in the absence of human intervention. We have observed two 
types of natural queen turnovers. In one nest, the queen left the nest on her own during which 
time there was heightened aggression in the colony shown by the PQ in the queen’s absence. In 
two nests, heightened aggression by the PQ began even in the presence of the queen and 
resulted in the queen being driven out of the colony, in spite of her retaliating with some 
aggression of her own.  It was also observed in one nest that the queen left the nest of her own 
accord resulting in heightened aggression by a worker but then the queen returned and the 
aggressive worker was no longer aggressive. We conclude therefore that although the pattern 
of queen succession observed during artificial queen removal experiments do happen in nature, 
queen turnover in natural colonies can be more complicated in terms of the interactions 
between the queen and PQ.  
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Evolutionary game theory can be used to model dynamic interactions amongst species. 
Modeling such games offers insight into traits important for fitness and survival, which can also 
be considered as strategies. Classical game models have been used to understand the 
interaction between predators and prey populations. Another class of models looks at resource 
competition between species. Our interest lies in a single host-multiple pathogen system which 
combines both these classes of models. If long-term survival in the host is a measure of fitness, 
then which pathogenic strategies and traits edge out the competition? 
We use the classical system of E.coli and the temperate bacterial virus λ (lambda phage). This 
system has long been studied to gain insight into decision making in living systems, control of 
host phenotypes and understanding pathogen virulence factors. Using one strain of E.coli and 
two λ strains we build a ‘one host-two pathogen’ model. Work shown here puts this system 
through a combined predator-prey and competing-species styled framework. Our population 
model allows for the exploration of simple, elaborate and dynamic strategies that the phages 
can exhibit through quantifiable traits. We pit two nearly identical phages against each other 
and systematically test which traits confer fitness benefits. We do this by varying the values of 
one trait at a time for both phages, keeping all else the same, and compare which phage 
showed higher numbers of stably infected hosts. Our observations show that certain traits or 
strategies impart obvious advantages, while others don’t. 
In fact, preliminary games suggest that there might be a fixed value for a key trait, which wins 
out over all its other values. 
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Relative importance of visual and chemical cues of prey in their detection by the juveniles of 
Calotes versicolor was studied using laboratory-born, 2-months- old individuals starved for 48 
hr. The grasshoppers served as the prey in all experiments. In trials with deionized water and 
cologne water (pungency control), the lizards showed no tongue flicking. Presentation of prey-
body chemical cues on cotton swabs also did not evoke tongue flicking in test lizards indicating 
a lack of response to different odors through vomeronasal and olfactory system. The same test 
lizards lunged at the transparent glass beaker housing an active prey, with their mouth open as 
if to catch it. They showed no tongue flicking. In contrast, when an immobile prey was 
presented similarly the test lizards ignored it. Apparently, chemical cues are of little value in 
prey detection in C. versicolor. The study shows that C. versicolor juveniles use visual cues and 
prey movements in their detection and capture. Natural selection has favored these agamid 
lizards to adapt for detecting prey visually especially by their movement. 
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When transcriptional regulatory connections between a large number of E.coli genes were 
mapped, they were found to consist of a recurring set of “building blocks” or motifs. 
Quantitative studies of these motifs revealed that each motif possessed properties that made 
them “ideal” or “optimal” for their function. It was later hypothesised that the presence of 
these motifs for certain functions were the outcome of selection. However, there are 
alternative proposals showing that these motifs can also arise through neutral forces of drift 
and recombination. 
We wish to ascertain the selective value of these motifs by comparing galactose regulatory 
networks across multiple enterobacteria. These bacteria have markedly different networks 
configurations when compared to the E. coli galactose network. Such a comparison of a 
network that performs the same function across multiple species that inhabit the same 
environment can test the selective value of a given network configuration. This test is 
performed by comparing growth rates between these bacteria when they compete in a 
galactose limited environment. If a particular species possesses a “superior” network, this 
species would have a higher growth rate than competing species. This is done in silico, where 
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the growth rate of a single species can be estimated based on promoter activities of genes in 
the galactose network of that species.  
We have already built such a model for E. coli, which successfully predicts and fits 
experimentally measured promoter activities for a culture whose growth is limited by 
galactose. 
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Most land plants invest carbon in fungal mutualists such as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, that 
colonize roots and improve plant resource access, and endophytic fungi that colonize shoots 
and are putative herbivory defence mutualists.  Mycorrhizal associations date back to about 
450 million years ago, around the time when plants colonized land; endophytic fungal 
symbioses might be as ancient.  Plant investment in these fungi for resource access and 
herbivory defence might be driving their persistence over evolutionary time.  A field experiment 
was conducted to study the dynamics of multiple fungal mutualists of plants under herbivory 
pressure.  The predictions tested were that (a) carbon limitation under herbivory would result 
in lower densities of mycorrhizae in plants in grazed regions (b) densities of putative herbivory 
defence mutualists such as endophytes would go up in plants under conditions of grazing, and 
(c) one fungal mutualist would limit the density of the other in a host plant, since they compete 
for the same carbon pool.  The plant species studied showed different mycorrhizal density 
responses to grazing; baseline mycorrhizal densities, however, were quite high – probably for 
access to limiting resources.  Mycorrhizal and endophyte densities were found not to affect 
each other.  Further, endophyte incidence and densities were both lower under grazing despite 
their possible role in herbivory defence – the nature of the relationship between endophytic 
fungi and wild graminoids is still an open question. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


